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JACAL is an interactive symbolic mathematics program.  JACAL can
manipulate and simplify equations, scalars, vectors, and matrices of
single and multiple valued algebraic expressions containing numbers,
variables, radicals, and algebraic differential, and holonomic
functions.



JACAL is a
GNU package.





New:



Jacal now does integration of rational functions whose integrals are
rational functions optionally containing a radical involving the
integration variable.  The integration algorithm is documented in
http://people.csail.mit.edu/jaffer/ratint.pdf







Quick Start


x86 MS-Windows Installation


Obtain slib-3c1-1.exe (1.1.MB) and run.


Obtain scm-5f4-1.exe (475.kB) and run.


Obtain jacal-1c8-1.exe (343.kB) and run.

x86_64 GNU/Linux with RPM Installation


#! /bin/sh
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/slib-3c1-1.noarch.rpm
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/scm-5f4-1.x86_64.rpm
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/jacal-1c8-1.noarch.rpm
rpm -U slib-3c1-1.noarch.rpm scm-5f4-1.x86_64.rpm jacal-1c8-1.noarch.rpm



Unix (Including GNU/Linux) Installation


#! /bin/sh
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/slib-3c1.zip
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/scm-5f4.zip
wget http://groups.csail.mit.edu/mac/ftpdir/scm/jacal-1c8.zip
unzip slib-3c1.zip
unzip scm-5f4.zip
unzip jacal-1c8.zip
(cd slib; ./configure --prefix=/usr/local/; make install)
(cd scm; ./configure --prefix=/usr/local/; make scmlit;
 make scm5; make mydlls; make install)
(cd jacal; ./configure --prefix=/usr/local/; make install)



Documentation and Theory


	
 Online JACAL Manual; or
        jacal.pdf
	
 Algebra and the Lambda Calculus
	
   Rational function integration
   (.pdf)



JACAL Development

	Plans for JACAL2
	Savannah:
 CVS Repository jacal/jacal
	Development Snapshot jacal.zip (245.kB)
	JACAL discussion mailing list




Volunteer opportunities


 	Add support for
 Mathematical Markup Language





Related Software

	SLIB Scheme Library
	FSF/UNESCO Free Software Directory: Symbolic



Miscellany

	The Distribution of Integer Magnitudes in Polynomial Arithmetic
	[bookmark: ftp]FTP Links to JACAL and related
	software from this site and mirrors.
	htmls.zip, a collection of these html
	documentation files (600.kB)
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